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Rhyming
Fun

Colors

Pretty Balloons
(Sing to the tune of
“Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”)

Pretty balloons in the air,
Lots of colors we see there.
Red, and yellow, green and blue,
Can you see the colors too?
Pretty balloons in the air,
Lots of colors we see there.

Colors are reflected everywhere. Talking about colors and sorting things by color
encourages your baby’s sensory and sight development. As vision develops, young
children learn to distinguish between colors that are similar and different.
Celebrate colors to connect children to the world around them!

Ideas
&
Tips

More
Books

• As you play, point out the colors of toys, such as a green ball or a
yellow truck.
• As you help your baby get dressed, talk about the color of each item
of clothing.
• Help your baby sort toys by color, putting all the red toys in one pile,
the blue in another, and so on.
• Go for a walk and point out the colors of different things you see,
such as red flowers, blue cars, or white clouds.
• Look for different colored items at the grocery store. Can you find a box
or bag with a red label? How about a fruit or vegetable that is purple?
• Brown Bear, Brown Bear What do You See? by Bill Martin Jr.
• Freight Train by Donald Crews
• Jane Foster’s Brown Bear Color Book by Jane Foster
• Learn the Colours with West Coast Native Art (Title Entry)
• Mouse Paint by Ellen Walsh
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